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New revest of the Sunak government after the Cass report that also
warns about the risks of the social transition of minors, the so-called
"alias identity" that has already been adopted by many Italian schools: in
the classroom you will no longer teach that you can change sex and sex
education will be calibrated according to age. And never without parental
consent

After years and years of transactivists from associations such as
Stonewall and Mermaids doing good and bad weather with their sex
education courses in English schools of all levels, the government of
Rishi Sunak announces today with Education Minister Gillian Keegan new
mandatory guidelines for schoolchildren and students on these
issues. In class you will no longer be taught that you can change your
gender identity, as it has been until now -even without parental consent-
given the ongoing debate on such a controversial ideology that the Cass
report has given a ferous blow. 'Last year I was quite horrified to learn
what was being taught at school,' says Sunak.

Children are children and must be protected by concepts they cannot yet
understand and background. We will then return to teaching the
biology of sex and not that gender is on a spectrum.

There are other important news: explicit conversations about
contraception, sexually transmitted diseases, sexual violence and abortion
can be proposed from the age of 13. First, that is, from the age of 9, we
will talk about conception, birth and respect for the other, including
suggestions on how to give voice to one's concerns. At 11 you can move
on to thinking about what is sexual harassment, revenge porn, stalking,
grooming and forced marriage.

Parents will regain control over their children: they will be able to view
the material and choose whether or not to send them to class.
'Parents can be reassured once and for all that children will only learn
content that is appropriate for their age,' Keegan said.
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MARA ACCETTURA

Much of the news published by Feminist Post you won't read elsewhere.
This is why it is important to support us, even with a small contribution:
Feminist Post is produced solely thanks to the voluntary work of many
and does not enjoy any funding.
If you think our work can be useful for your life, we will be grateful for
even the smallest contribution.

You can give us your contribution by clicking here: Patreon - Feminist Post
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Insights

Gender Identity, Politics

From Gaza to the western birth halls, Judith Butler sees fascists
everywhere

Fascists, of course, we feminists gender critical, "allies of the right and
the Vatican" too. The Californian intellectual, renouncing all philosophical
subtlety, compiles a political agenda that coincides with the platform of
struggling college students. And he calls for an alliance between trans,
antifa, pro-Pal movement, homeless, black people, migrants and even
women -understood as one of the many minorities- to build "a radical
democracy inspired by the ideals of socialism". An account of the
Bolognese stage of his triumphant European tour

Perhaps today we could talk about the "Agenda Butler": its platform
coincides perfectly with the student-fighting platform across the West,
with little certainty about whether the egg or the chicken was born first. Of
course Judith Butler is in all respects the mother of Gender Theory to
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